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Variations in technical performance in surgery are known to exist but are poorly understood. Gaining an appreciation of these differences may have implications for technical skills training, assessment and selection. Investigators attempting to correlate technical skill with visuospatial or perceptual tests, have failed to identify surrogate markers of surgical aptitude. Evidence from unrelated fields suggests that studying brain function may advance our understanding of disparate technical performance in surgery. The brain is dynamic and patterns of activation vary with experience and training, a property referred to as ‘neuroplasticity’. Functional neuroimaging studies of complex non-surgical skills have demonstrated smaller, more refined neuronal networks in experts compared to novices. Novel unrefined performance places a significant burden on generic areas of attention and control such as the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and the prefrontal cortex (PFC). These regions are recruited less as skills are performed with increasing automaticity. Persistent PFC activation has been shown to herald poor bimanual co-ordination learning in studies involving non-surgical tasks. It is hypothesised that alterations in brain activation foci accompany a transition through phases of surgical skills learning and that those patterns of activation may vary according to technical ability. Validating this hypothesis is challenging, since requires studying brain function in ambulant subjects performing complex motor skills. In a surgical knot-tying study involving over sixty subjects of varying expertise, PFC activation was identified in novices but not in trained surgeons. Further work should aim to determine if PFC activation attenuate in the context of learning success in surgery.
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Background

Technical skill is an important attribute of any aspiring surgeon. The technically astute are likely to have better mortality and morbidity outcomes, a valuable asset in the face of an ever more knowledgeable public. Objective assessments tools have demonstrated a range of technical abilities amongst surgeons with parallel operative experience, as well as overlapping performance between surgeons of differing grades.\textsuperscript{1,2} Residents acquire skills at different rates and some may even be unable to achieve a stable task performance.\textsuperscript{3} The reasons why certain residents rapidly progress whilst others struggle despite similar training environments remains a mystery. Shedding light on these differences may have significant implications for surgical training and selection.

Recognition of poor progress may enable interventions that improve technical skills training. Moreover, early identification of technically competent surgical interns might assist trainers in the selection of future surgeons. Interestingly, on both sides of the Atlantic, surgical selection procedures remain highly controversial\textsuperscript{4} and manual skill is rarely used as a criterion. Evidence suggests that in the United States (US), technical skills evaluation is performed as a selection criterion in only 5% of programs.\textsuperscript{5} In the United Kingdom (UK), despite recent drastic reforms to selection procedures, at no point are technical skills evaluated. Consequently, there are few reports evaluating the relationship between manual skill at selection and overall performance in residency programs. Instead, investigators have attempted to explore surrogate markers of technical skills, in the hope of improving surgical selection if strong correlations could be identified.
Theoretically, more efficient individuals may have an innate advantage or ‘aptitude’ over poorly performing subjects. Investigators have attempted to correlate technical performance with handedness, sex, intelligence, as well as innate visuomotor and perceptual ability. However, these attributes have tended to correlate poorly with technical skill in surgery. Consultants have performed worse than residents in tests of pure manual dexterity. With a few notable exceptions tests of visuospatial and perceptual ability have failed to be indicators of surgical prowess. Even where correlations between abstract tests and technical skills have been demonstrated, they have often relied upon poor indicators of surgical quality, such as task completion times.

**Motor skills learning at cortical level**

How then to rationalise the disparity in technical skills acquisition in surgery to improve training and selection? It is suspected that differences in innate motor learning capability may account for the diversity in technical skill. Whilst educators have made considerable developments to objectify assessment of surgical skills using methods such as dexterity analysis and video based ratings of performance; neuroanatomists, neurophysiologists and behavioural psychologists have made similar advances to the understanding of motor skills learning at cortical level. Consummate motor performance relies upon a distributed network of cortical and subcortical brain activation. The brain is dynamic and activation foci vary according to the stage or phase of leaning, a property referred to as ‘neuroplasticity’. There is increasing evidence to suggest that subjects who rapidly assimilate motor tasks (non-surgical) have different patterns of plasticity from those who find technical skills challenging.
Motor learning capability can be inferred from brain activation quantified using non-invasive technologies.

The role of the prefrontal cortex in novel task performance

The hallmark of learning a new complex motor skill such as playing the piano, riding a bike or even learning to tie a surgical reef knot is that one progresses from an initial stage that is highly attention demanding to an advanced stage whereby skills run off automatically. Many surgical manoeuvres entail chaining together components of pre-learned sequences into new spatio-temporal arrangements, to produce smooth bimanual co-ordination. Studies of non-surgical bimanual motor sequence learning suggest that the prefrontal cortex (PFC) is vital during novel performance and redundant when tasks are executed with greater automaticity. Improvements in the initial phases of motor skill learning rely upon correct response selection from visuospatial working memory, attention to action, error detection and recovery of attentional control in response to errors, all of which are subserved by the PFC.

The difficulty experienced by patients with PFC lesions in learning novel motor tasks is testimony that this region is vital for technical skills acquisition. Generic attention and control areas such as the PFC are thought to act as ‘scaffold’ to support unrefined performance. Eventually, as skills are honed through practice, the scaffold is no longer necessary and falls away.

Could PFC activation be important in the preliminary phases of technical skills acquisition in surgery? Attenuation in PFC activation might be anticipated in the context of learning success. Similarly, persistent PFC activation may herald learners in need of remedial training. Residents still having to ruminate the rudimentary tasks
such as tying a surgical reef knot, for example, are unlikely to gain from other learning experiences within the operating theatre. A recent evaluation of non-surgical knot tying demonstrated preferential activation in anterior brain regions such as the PFC in subjects unable to grasp this motor skill. In contrast, activation was rapidly relegated to posterior structures in ‘strong learners’, possibly reflecting a shift in cognitive resources indicative of a more passive mode of attention.

**Cortical plasticity associated with phases of motor skill learning**

Reznick et al. recently suggested that technical skills training should follow established motor learning theory. Residents should practice in safe environments until skills progress from a highly attention demanding ‘cognitive’ phase where error detection confers performance gains to a phase in which tasks are performed in an ‘asymptotic’ manner. Evaluating cortical function in conjunction with performance metrics may help to track a trainee’s progression through these phases of learning. Practice dependent plasticity, can be measured as changes in cortical activation maps. Motor skills training leads to a gradually evolving more extensive representation of the trained sequence in the primary motor cortex (M1), a so-called ‘slow learning’ effect. Similar plasticity in M1 has been observed for acquisition of visuomotor sequences and tasks requiring bimanual co-ordination in healthy humans as well as in non-human primates.

Ultimately, well-learned motor routines are resistant to interference and the passage of time and can be readily retrieved with reasonable performance despite long periods without practice. Automatisation leads to decreased activation in several
supplementary motor regions outside of M1. We hypothesise that similar synaptic modifications occur during technical skills training in surgery.

The effects of long term training and deliberate practice

Musicians have offered an opportunity to explore the effects of daily practice upon the adaptive plasticity of the sensorimotor system. Structural and functional adaptation occurs in response to intensive musical training. Increases in the size of the corpus callosum, the hand motor area and structural adaptation of the cerebellum have all been observed in professional musicians. Moreover, during execution of visuomotor sequences and finger to thumb opposition tasks, musically naïve subjects activate a wider network of cortical and subcortical brain regions and with greater intensity than do their professional musical counterparts. Skilled musicians seem to activate smaller neural networks, thereby controlling bimanual movement in a more efficient manner. It is conceivable that through daily practice, expert surgeons may harness similar neuronal efficiency. Practice related improvements in technical performance such as those demonstrated using dexterity analysis systems (reduced number of movements to complete a task, etc) are likely to be due greater cerebral efficiency. Theoretically, more extensive activations and up-regulation of supplementary motor regions might be anticipated in novices and /or in poorly performing surgeons.

Concluding Hypothesis

It is apparent that cortical modifications occur in response to complex motor skills learning. What we do not know is whether similar functional transformations occur in the brain of surgical residents as they learn to assimilate surgical procedures. Our
hypothesis is that neuroplasticity is likely to accompany expertise development in surgery. Indeed, the ‘surgical brain’ may prove an intriguing model for studying plasticity owing to the complexity of the stimulus – surgery, and the duration of exposure to the stimulus\(^{31}\).

Elucidating the neurocognitive mechanisms that underpin surgical learning may assist training and selection of future surgeons. However, evaluating cortical function in ambulant subjects performing complex surgical tasks represents a significant methodological challenge. Indirect neuroimaging techniques that monitor the haemodynamic response, such as functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), have environmental and practical constraints. Imaging methods that directly measure neuronal activation, such as electroencephalography (EEG), are comparatively poor at source localisation. Our initial efforts have focused on using Optical Topography (OT), a technique that employs near infrared spectroscopy to quantify the haemodynamic response to cortical activation. Unlike other imaging techniques, OT is discrete, portable, cost-effective, and tolerant to body motion, enabling evaluation in realistic environments. In a block design experiment of surgical knot-tying involving sixty-two subjects of varying surgical expertise, prefrontal activation was isolated in surgical novices but not in expert surgeons\(^{32}\). Figure 1 (panels a and b) illustrates the OT experimental set up and provides an example of cortical oxygenation change for a typical expert and novice subject. Further work is required to determine if prefrontal activation wanes in the context of learning success in surgery.
Our hypothesis is that disparity in technical performance and acquisition of surgical skills may be explained by differences in motor learning capability, indexed by cortical function and neuroplasticity. Exposing these mechanisms requires a multi-modal strategy involving pervasive measurements of dexterity, visual attention and brain function. These methods may assist the identification of learners in need of assistance and selection of future surgeons based upon desirable attributes.
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Figure Legends

Figure 1 (panel a)

Schematic illustration of Optical Topography optode placement. Two 3x3 cm optode probe arrays were used. For each probe array, light emitters (red) and detectors (blue) were positioned according to the 10-20 system for electrode placement. This arrangement provided 24 measuring positions or ‘channels’ (grey shaded boxes). Channels 1-12 were positioned on the right prefrontal cortex and channels 13-24 mirrored these positions on the left prefrontal cortex. Knot-tying dexterity was quantified using the Imperial College Surgical Assessment Device (ICSAD). ICSAD motion tracker sensors are worn on the dorsum of each hand as illustrated.
Figure 1 (panel b)

Dynamic topographic maps of cortical oxyhaemoglobin intensity change observed in a typical novice (top row) and expert surgeon (bottom row). Columns represent baseline rest, 2, 6 and 10 seconds into a surgical knot-tying trial. Emitters (red circles), detectors (blue circles) and corresponding channels (pink circles) are overlaid onto high resolution T1 weighted MRI images. (Republished with permission from Springer).
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